
             ! !                   Week 5:  The Power of The WORD!!     May 1, 2016

The Main Thing:             
The Word has power over the forces of satan and any of 

our false kingdoms.

Takes some time and read together Matthew 8:28-34

Here are some thoughts to talk about during your Journey Groups...

How many of us have ever lived under a false kingdom?  (Share some of your experiences). 
Examples...

You’ve believed others have spoken over you?  Lived in the false reality of what others 
have done to you as a child or adult?  Lived in the guilt of what we've done to others.

We need to realize today that Jesus' Kingdom commands POWER & AUTHORITY 
There is nothing FALSE in His Kingdom!  

People want to see our God's power, entertain angels. They want to believe He reigns 
supreme.  But they ask a very honest question... Where is the evidence???  

We would say look at His church!!! 
- Talk about what you've experienced the church is doing in Jesus name!!! With Power!

Also, answer the following questions through the lens of theWELL.  Be honest!

1.  Does the average church rest in the reality that God is in the midst of them?!
2.  Does the average church declare His rule and reign by the power and authority that

          is at their disposal? Are we commanding satan and his devices to LEAVE?
3.  Does the average church carry with them the love of God that overcomes the sin and     

          dysfunction of this world?

When we fail to answer the above questions with a "Yes" then it's easy to understand why 
the world is drawn to the spiritual and not the sacred.  (Talk about the difference)

Do you know anyone who feels the church has failed them?  
(Without bashing a particular church have people share)

Lastly, share personally...

What is one Word from Jesus for you specifically?  A Word to free you!
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